
 

 

 
 

 
 

C1 ENGLISH LANGUAGE CERTIFICATION 
NAME: ____________________________________________ 
SURNAMES: _________________________________________ 
I.D. NUMBER: ________________________________________________ 
DATE: ______________________________________________   
 
PART 1: COMPOSITION 
 
Write an answer to TWO of the options below. Use between 200 and 240 words in an 
appropriate style. 
 

1. You have been asked to write an article about the following. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Write an article  giving your views on this subject. 
 
 

2. You see this advertisement in your local newspaper. 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 Write your competition entry . 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

    
MonarchiesMonarchiesMonarchiesMonarchies    

The Spanish monarchy has been in the news a lot recently.  Many people 
recognise the role of the King during the transition period. However, many 
others think there is no place for a monarchy in the 21st century.  In the last 
few years numerous scandals have been associated with monarchies 
including divorce, excessive spending, political corruption and questionable 
marriages.  What do you think of monarchies?  Should they continue?  How 
do they contribute to society? 

That Special Teacher 

All of us have fond memories of an incredible teacher who changed our lives.  

We want to hear about your experience.  Write to us to tell us about a 

teacher who touched you, explaining why and we will publish the best 

entries.  The winning teacher and student will receive a prize. 

Servicio de Idiomas 
Edificio 18 (Celestino Mutis), Planta 1ª 

954 238 200 

 



 

 

3. You reserved a private room in a restaurant to celebrate your parents’ 25th 
wedding anniversary.  You spoke several times to the manager to decide on the 
menu, decor, number of guests, etc.  However, there were several problems when 
you arrived: 
 

• Room was far from being ready 
• Not enough staff to wait on tables  
• Various problems with how the food was cooked 
• A shortage of drinks 

You have tried repeatedly to contact the manager, but he will not return your phone 
calls.  Write your letter of complaint. You should include all the points given above 
and add at least one further idea of your own. 
 
 
4. Your boss has asked your opinion about setting up an internship programme 
in your company.  She wants you to talk to your colleagues and see what the general 
opinion is. 
 
Report your colleagues’ opinions about the following: 
 

• Finding future employees 
• Who would be in charge of them? 
• Salary? 
• Public image 

Write your proposal.  
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PART 2: READING COMPREHENSION/USE OF ENGLISH  
 
Question 1: 
 
You’re going to read an article about the largest open market in Mexico. For 
questions 1-8, choose the best answer (A, B, C  or D). 

Mexico City's giant wholesale market 

               

La Central de Abastos in Mexico City is the largest wholesale market in the world and 
a fascinating place to mosey around. The first time I tried to photograph La Central 
de Abastos in Mexico City, it was without permission, which was utterly impossible. 
As I walked through the market's immense corridors, every time I tried to get a shot I 
would begin to hear cackles and whistles from the vendors. Their chatter had a 
signature sound like a backwards catcall and it travelled through the high market 
rafters from one stand to another, like birds squawking in the treetops through a vast 
forest. This alarm would consequently bring a plain-clothes security guard, who 
blocked my passage and asked me to show my permission papers to take pictures. 
When I could produce nothing, I was escorted sternly and quickly outside the market 
doors. I tried my luck at shooting in another section of the market but, yet again, a 
rising whistle would start and another security guy would appear and cut me off. I 
gave up. 

A few months later, I got a call from the cultural representative of a local dignitary 
asking me if I would be interested in taking pictures in the market to celebrate its 25th 
anniversary. I was elated and thrilled to have the chance to go back. 

The Abastos is the largest wholesale market in the world and its scale feels like that 
of a mid-sized city. The offices adjoining the market, which eventually issued my 
paperwork, looked like any other governmental bureaucracy: a boring manicured 
garden out front, everything under fluorescent light inside, metal wastepaper baskets 
beside each desk, workers in drab gray and blue business suits and everyone 
shuffling papers and looking busy. But adorning many of the walls, where one would 
normally expect to see the portrait of a mayor or president, were instead photographs 
of different kinds of fruits – oranges, limes and papaya, mostly – all beautifully framed 
in full-bleed profiles. Here, everyone pledged their allegiance to wholesale produce. 
Finally, with a firm congratulatory handshake, I was handed my special papers: two 
stapled sheets with a handful of different rubber stamps in black and red ink, plus a 
handful of official signatures all signed in large, sweeping Baroque strokes. It felt like 
I was getting a passport. 

Back inside, I had the sensation of having landed in the middle of a strange new 
world, which seemed almost like a mash-up of Alice in Wonderland, Blade Runner 
and a Brothers Grimm fairytale. Everywhere there was the throb of the passing 



 

 

crowd, as dense as in a subway transfer tunnel. An entire network of auxiliary houses 
offered everything from breakfast and lunch to hardware, neon signage, electronics, 
childcare centres, small church chapels, barbers, cell phone vendors and shoe 
shiners. A continuous low-hum came from a series of conveyor belts behind the 
vendors' stands that kept bringing in more and more produce. An army of individual 
handcart operators called cargadores pushed their diablitos ("little devils") loaded 
with goods in a vast distribution and delivery network through the veins of the market. 

The market is set up thematically by type of produce. I headed past the tomato 
corridor, the oranges and watermelon hallways and the potato section to start taking 
photos. The produce here is stacked high in pyramids to impress passing eyes; each 
stand tries to outdo its neighbours, resulting in a visual arms race, with giant dramatic 
palettes of colour marking the divisions all along the corridors. 

Just as before, like clockwork the whistles rose up every time I brought my camera to 
my face, and a security guy approached and asked to see my paperwork; this 
happened more than a dozen times. I learned later that there is a genuine concern in 
the market about theft and heists – not so much of the produce itself but of the vast 
amount of cash exchanging hands on a daily basis. There is also a kidnapping 
problem. Small merchants are usually the primary targets for secuestros, so there is 
a general paranoia when cameras are around. 

I met a potato salesman, who brought me into his back office to show me around. On 
his desk, a clump of potatoes was perched like a paperweight. Several plaques 
hanging on the wood-panelled walls commemorated his service as a food distributor 
over the years. Just as pets tend to look like their owners in the outside world, here in 
the market, produce looks like its seller. The potato salesman really looked like Mr 
Potato Head. It was magical. Flashing a smile, he told me he sold around two tons of 
potatoes each day. 

Eventually, I found my way to the outdoor section of the market, comprised of several 
plots the size of football fields that are set together, remnants of farmland that an 
expanding Mexico City gobbled up long ago. This part of the market is used mainly 
for seasonal produce, plants and the thousands of flowers sold daily from wide tin 
sheds.  

Many of the general public do their shopping here rather than the supermarket where 
prices are marked up. Anybody with a fruit stand, street markets, corner market 
stores, florists, plus large independent grocery stores buy their produce here – it's 
estimated that around 80% of the produce sold in Mexico City passes through La 
Central de Abastos. 

This blogpost first appeared on the Culinary Backstreets blog 

 

 

 

 



 

 

1. What problem did the photographer have in the first paragraph? 

A. The market was too large to photograph in one visit. 
B. It was too difficult to photograph the market due to the noise and 
crowds. 
C. He was not allowed to photograph the market because he was foreign. 
D. He didn’t have everything necessary to do his job correctly. 

 
2. What is said about the government office? 
 

A. One element of the office was not what he expected to see. 
B. It was difficult to find as it was nowhere near the marketplace. 
C. The workers were quite efficient in getting him his paperwork. 
D. He was surprised that more fuss was not made due to the importance of 
what he was doing. 

 
3. How is the market described in paragraph four? 
 
 A. That despite the chaos, it was quite organised. 

B. The noise of the conveyor belts make it almost impossible to speak 
normally. 
C. That it offers several services not related directly to selling food. 
D. It was difficult to move through the corridors due to the vendors bringing 
in supplies 
 

4. What is meant by “visual arms race” in paragraph five? 
 
 A. That the organisation of the food is by colour and type of food. 
 B. There is extreme competition to attract customers. 
 C. That they use different colours to sell their products. 
 D. That the vendors have to sell their products as fast as they can. 
 
5. What is implied about the use of cameras in the market? 
 
 A. People don’t like to have their photos taken due to their religious beliefs. 

B. The vendors do not want the authorities to see the way business is done 
in the market. 
C. The vendors think that criminals will use the photographs to do illegal 
activities. 
D. Anyone who wants to use a camera in the market has to pay a lot of 
money to get permission. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

6. What does “it” refer to in paragraph seven? 
 
 A.  The impression the writer got from the potato salesman’s office. 

B. The happiness the writer felt about being able to take photos in the 
market. 

 C.  The result of the salesman coming to resemble his product. 
D. The way the potato salesman sells such a vast quantity of product in 
one day. 

 
7. What does the writer say about the potato salesman? 
 
 A.  He was considered one of the most successful vendors in the market. 
 B.  The vast quantity of produce that he was responsible for selling. 
 C.  He has been officially recognised for his work. 
 D.  That he was the only friendly salesperson who was willing to talk to him. 
 
8.  What is not said about the outside market? 
 
 A.  That the land was used for something different in the past. 

B.  That private consumers can only make purchases in the inside market. 
C.  That there is much more entertainment today due to a specific reason. 
D.  That there is an indication that the activity is far from over. 
 

 
Question 2: 
 
For questions 9 – 23, complete the article by finding one word which fits into each 
gap. There is an example. 

Typing – it's complicated 

 

Why do we have (0) ___ a complicated relationship with keyboard skills? 

'Can you touch-type?" It's a simple question, but on (9) ______  around, I am struck 
by how many women say they taught themselves (10) ___ secret. Some former 
grammar-school girls over 35 have (11) ___ told me that they were told (12) ___ to 
learn at all – they were supposed to become executives with secretaries. The 
teaching (13) ___ typing in schools remains haphazard. How did we end (14) ___ 
with such an odd relationship with the instrument at the heart of most modern jobs 
and communication? Especially one that was a tool of female emancipation, offering 
women a respectable line of work in offices. 



 

 

The modern typewriter's QWERTY keyboard was designed by an American, James 
Densmore, in around 1870. Laid out to prevent keys jamming and improve flow rate, 
it remains the standard today, seeing off its only serious rival - the 1930s Dvorak, 
which claimed to require even less finger action than the QWERTY. Women's 
expected accomplishment at piano playing at the time was directly (15) ___ to the 
typewriter's 10 finger flow, and late 19th-century advertising for the first mass-
produced models featured women demonstrating that even females could operate 
them (16) ___ ease. 

Male executives, meanwhile, were keen not to be seen (17) ___ a keyboard. In fact, 
in the 1980s, IBM researchers found (18) ___ hostile to the "secretarial" word-
processor image of PCs. The advent of spreadsheet software is thought to be what 
first made office PCs acceptable. Then, as we entered the digital age, men were 
suddenly glued to the keyboard. In the mid 1990s, British tech entrepreneur Ed 
Maklouf arrived at Stanford University, in Silicon Valley. "If I had any residual idea 
about the supposed femininity of touch-typing," he says, "it disappeared the moment I 
walked into a room full of coders, and saw them all attacking the keys (19) ___ 
though they were in battle." 

(20) ___ generations of women before me, I learned to type on a black, spider-like 
manual machine, in a typing school. The positions of the letters embedded (21) ___ 
into my finger muscle memory, ready (22) ___ a lifetime of typing scripts and news 
copy. But for many women before me, it was a skill not to express one's own 
thoughts, but to take (23) ___ and shape those of a male boss. The "take a letter, 
Miss Jones" culture that dominated office life until the 1990s also shaped a literary 
culture in which men thought, and women copied and gave discipline and structure to 
their ideas. 

Adapted from a blog in The Guardian by Jane Martinson 

 
 
(0). ________SUCH_____________  16. _________________________ 
9. __________________________  17. _________________________ 
10. __________________________  18. _________________________ 
11. __________________________  19. _________________________ 
12. __________________________  20. _________________________ 
13. __________________________  21. _________________________ 
14. __________________________  22. _________________________ 
15. __________________________  23. _________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Question 3: 
 
For sentences 24-31, complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning 
to the first sentence, using the word given. Do not change the word given. You must 
use between three  and six  words, including the word given. Here is an example (0).  
 
Example:  0 Sally was all ready to leave the office when her boss asked her 
   to type up a report.  

POINT 
Sally was ______ on the point of leaving____ the office when 
her boss asked her to type up a report. 

___________________________________________________________________ 
 
24. Sam is studying German so as to be able to work in Austria next year. 
 PURPOSE 

Sam is studying German with ______________________________________ 
in Austria next year. 
 

25. Andrew got up early so that he would arrive on time. 
 AS 

Andrew got up early ___________________________________ on time. 
 
26. The real estate agent still hasn’t called us about the sale of the house. 
 TOUCH 

The real estate agent still _______________________________________ us 
about the sale of the house. 
 

27. There is a very small possibility that the match will be postponed. 
 HIGHLY  

It is _____________________________________ the match will be 
postponed. 

 
28.  Although you only work here part time, you should get more involved in this 

project. 
 FACT 

________________________________________ you only work here part 
time, you should get more involved in this project. 

 
29. It looks like the board are reconsidering my application and could offer me a 

job, but it’s still very much up in the air. 
 SLIGHT 

There’s _______________________________________________ the board 
will offer me the job. 

 
30. I could not function if I didn’t have my new tablet. 
 LOST 

I  _____________________________________________ my new tablet. 
 
 
 



 

 

 
31. We didn’t go out because the weather was terrible. 
 ACCOUNT 

We didn’t go out _______________________________________ the bad 
weather. 

 
 

    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 
Question 4: 
 
For questions 32-41, read the text. Use the word given in capitals in the box to form a 
word which completes the gap with the corresponding number. There is an example 
at the beginning.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

0 EMPLOY 

32 COURAGE 

33 MOTOR 

34 DENY 

35 ANNOUNCE 

36 COMPANY 

37 LEGAL 

38 RECEIVE 

39 GO 

40 INTERPRET 

41 ENTERTAIN

  

Saudi women are allowed to cycle – but only around in circles  

"Get on your bike" is a political refrain forever associated with Norman Tebbit 
and (0) ___ in 1980s Britain, but will it do anything for Saudi Arabia? The 
country's religious police are now said to be (32) ___ women to get on their 
bikes – even (33) ___ versions. Riyadh paper Al-Yawm reports the news of 
their two-wheeled liberation as if it were some kind of enlightened 
breakthrough in the social order of a(n) (34) ___ notoriously misogynist state. 
The deceit is that women, who were always prohibited from bicycles and 
motorbikes, are now going places – alone and even under their self-
generated power. 

            
In fact, the "unnamed official" who made the (35) ___ added that women will 
be allowed to pedal only around parks and other "recreational areas". They 
will also have to be dressed in full Islamic body coverings and will have to be 
(36) ___ by a male relative. So cycling will remain (37) ___, along with voting, 
many sports, and a host of other basic activities many would consider a 
human right. 

Ever since the Arab spring of 2011, and later the warm (38) ___ given to 
Sarah Attar when she became the first Saudi female athlete to compete in 
the 2012 Olympics, there has been a growing feeling that women's rights in 
the Middle East are (39) ___ some kind of breakthrough. 

In reality, strict male guardianship and an ultraconservative (40) ___ of Islam 
ensure women can use their bikes only "for (41) ___ ", according to the 
official who spoke to Al-Yawm. In other words, if they are thinking of going 
anywhere – least of all to work, as Tebbit suggested, to get a job – they 
should forget it. 

 

                  
 
Adapted from an article from The Guardian 



 

 

 

 

0.  ______ UNEMPLOYMENT _____  32. __________________________ 

33. __________________________  34. __________________________ 

35. __________________________  36. __________________________ 

37. __________________________  38. __________________________ 

39. __________________________  40. __________________________ 

41. __________________________ 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 

 

 
C1 ENGLISH LANGUAGE CERTIFICATION 
 

SURNAMES:______________________________________________________ 
 

NAME:___________________________________________________________ 
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PART 3: LISTENING COMPREHENSION  
 
Question 1 
 
You are going to listen to different news items from a radio news programme. For questions 
1-8, choose the best answer (A, B, C or D). You have 90 seconds to read the questions. You 
will hear the recording twice. 
 
 

          
 
 
 

1. What change in the health care system is MP Phillip Lee suggesting? 
 

A That people who lived through the war should have more benefits. 
B That type 2 diabetes should not be covered on the National Health System 

(NHS) 
C That citizens should pay for illnesses caused by decisions personal 
 decisions they have made. 
D That the National Health System (NHS) should pay for more extensive 

diabetes treatments  
 

2. What point does Phillip Lee make about older patients? 
 

A They will not be as demanding as younger patients. 
B They require more medical attention than younger patients. 
C They will strongly resist the changes in the health system. 
D.  They will have to start paying for services where they receive medical  
 attention. 
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3. What is said about the convicted murderers’ prison sentences? 
 

A A mistake made in the UK court system has caused the case to be reopened. 
B There is a possibility of conflict between a European and a National body. 
C The men’s sentences are firm and should not be reviewed. 
D  Public opinion is that they should face the death penalty. 
 

4. What happened at the men’s first European hearing? 
 

A The jury couldn’t make a decision. 
B Seven judges ruled against the defendants. 
C The decision by the judges was very close.  
D The case was thrown out due to lack of evidence. 
 

5. Which publication called Kim Jong-un the world’s sexiest man? 
 

A An American magazine  
B A Chinese newspaper  
C A North Korean newspaper 
D A Chinese magazine 
 

6. What physical characteristic of Kim Jong-un was considered attractive? 
 

A his height 
B his nose 
C his eyes 
D  his hair style 
 

7. Why did the British archaeologists decide to do the experiment? 
 
A They received money from the beer industry to develop a new product. 
B They received money from the government to research old beer production 

methods. 
C They discovered the ruins of old beer-making equipment. 
D To determine how beer production has changed since the Bronze Age 

 
8. What was beer used for in the Bronze Age? 
 

A as a medicine 
B in religious ceremonies 
C for family celebrations 
D for paying workers 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 

Question 2: 
 
You are going to hear a radio programme about coffee production. For questions 9-18, 
complete the gaps with the word or short phrase  you hear on the recording. Do not change 
the word(s). You have 60 seconds to read the questions. You will hear the recording twice. 
 
 

    
 

Peter Giuliano  describes the coffeehouse where he worked as a place where people  
9. ___________________________________ and talked about things. 
 
Giuliano  says that the Ethiopian coffee he drank had a taste of 
10. __________________________________. 
 
Allie Caran  suggests that we have to get  
11. ______________________________ to the coffee. 
 
The commentator  says that learning to taste coffee characteristics is 
12. _______________________________ due to the way we have thought about coffee for 
so long. 
 
Giuliano  explains that coffee was always thought of as a colonialist 
13. ______________________________. 
 
Even sophisticated American consumers considered all coffee to be Columbian in 
14. ________________________________. 
 
CounterCulture Coffee started visiting coffee farmers around the world to build up 
15. ________________________________. 
 
A higher price is paid for coffee beans harvested  
16. ________________________________. 
 
Warm days and cooler nights are important to change 
17. ____________________________ and develop flavours. 
  
Allie Caran  says people are now more aware of 18. ___________________________ and 
environmental stewardship. 
 

   

 

 
 

 

 


